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Abstract

Aerospace complex software system is the keypoint of aerospace industry informatization. The complexity and scale of aerospace complex software system is growing with the increase of system requirements. Therefore, the possibility of runtime failures is also increasing. The runtime failures may lead to some serious problems of the aerospace software system and may cause great damage. To reduce the loss of software failures and to ensure the normal operation of aerospace complex software system, this paper focuses on runtime fault detection based on runtime verification. Runtime verification aims to monitor a running system and check whether executions of the monitored system satisfies or violates a given correctness property. This paper proposes a method to realize runtime fault detection and solve the runtime failure problem.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, the aerospace industry is in a period of rapid development and the aerospace mission is becoming more and more intensive. The high density of space mission has raised higher requirements for the development of efficiency and quality of software system. On the other hand, aerospace mission involves lots of tasks and applications. As the system scale and intelligent degree increasing, a tendency that software systems are becoming intensive with high complexity has been showed. Because the complexity of aerospace software requirements increases, the complexity of software itself increases, which leads to the possibility of runtime failures of the aerospace software system. Once the core aerospace software system fails, it will cause great loss to the national economy, people's safety and even national security. Hence, it is very important and urgent to realize fault localization and self-diagnosis of aerospace software.

At present, scholars have developed some methods of software system automatic fault detection, which are divided into static methods and dynamic methods. Static methods detect the possible fault in the target program by analyzing the dependency, type constraints and other information [6]. While dynamic methods detect the program faults by testing system program, tracking program execution traces and tracking program coverage information. The efficient detection of software faults provides the prerequisite and guarantees the self-repair and self-adaptation of software. These methods have solved the fault detection problem in some ways, but the effects are not very satisfactory. What’s more, the existing methods rarely consider software runtime state information when detecting faults. As a result, how to detect the faults of aerospace software based on system’s runtime state and information has become a research hotspot in recent years. This paper focuses on overcoming current fault detection technical deficiencies and proposing an aerospace software system faults detecting method based on runtime verification. Runtime verification is the supplement of traditional program correctness assurance technology, such as model checking and testing. Model checking and testing focuses on verifying the correctness of all
execution paths in a system, while runtime verification pays attention to current execution path. Based on these advantages, we introduce runtime verification to our proposed method.

2. Runtime verification

Verification contains lots of techniques; all these techniques can be used to judge whether a system satisfies its specification. Runtime verification is an emerging lightweight program verification technique. During runtime verification, the monitor is generated from the system requirements [11]. In runtime verification, a correctness property $\varphi$ is typically automatically translated into a monitor. The monitor is used to check whether a runtime execution or a set of execution records can satisfy the property $\varphi$. For method based on runtime execution, we call it online monitoring and for method based on execution records, we call it offline monitoring. After defining a correctness property $\varphi$, $L(\varphi)$ is introduced which is a set of effective executions given by property $\varphi$. Then the runtime verification can be summarized as a method to check whether the execution $\omega$ is an element of $L(\varphi)$. By analyzing the definition and introduction of runtime verification, we can conclude that runtime verification deals with the word problem in mathematical justification, i.e., the target problem whether a given word is included in some language [3].

Monitor checks whether the operation process meets the requirement of the system by monitoring and observing program execution. Runtime verification is the effective supplement to the traditional software verification and validation technology, such as model checking and testing. Runtime verification deals with those verification techniques that allow checking whether an execution of a system under monitored satisfies or violates a given correctness property. It can not only effectively detect abnormal behavior in system operation, but also make it possible to effectively repair the system when the correctness deviation is detected.

Runtime verification technique combines the formal verification techniques with the actual running results of monitored system. Runtime verification monitors the operating behavior of the system to ensure that the system runs in line with the user’s requirements. The technical framework of runtime verification is shown in Figure 1. During runtime verification, the monitor is generated from the system requirements. The monitor checks whether the operating process meets the demand of a system by observing program execution.

![Figure 1. Runtime verification technical framework.](image-url)
The runtime verification technology framework is mainly divided into two parts: runtime monitor generation and runtime monitoring. Firstly, we need to construct a runtime monitor. After analyzing system requirements, we transform key requirements and key properties of the system into a formal specification for monitor through specification description language. On the basis of formal specification, we use the advanced theory and algorithm to generate the runtime monitor from high level specification automatically [13]. Secondly, the running software system needs to be monitored and verified. The event recognizer in runtime monitor is used to recognize the corresponding events and conditions. Monitor takes the results of event recognizer as input and calculates the next state based on input and current state. Moreover, monitor checks whether running process violates the property specification or not and stores the recorded paths and verification results. Meanwhile, the verification results return to the aerospace software system and the software system will adjust itself according to this feedback to avoid runtime failure.

Runtime verification only monitors the running situation of current path whether is in the line with user’s established properties. Because only one path of execution need to be monitored, this method costs relatively smaller than model checking and theory proving. Runtime verification deals with the output part of the system, which does not focus on the input part of the system. The concept map of runtime verification is shown in Figure 2.

After operating the target system, we check whether the operating state of system satisfies its property specification by monitoring it, namely, checking whether the operating state of the system satisfies its property specification or violates certain correctness properties. Runtime verification only detects the violation or satisfaction of the correctness properties; therefore, once any violation is found the monitor will report.

3. Runtime fault detection based on runtime verification

This paper proposes a fault detection method based on runtime verification, which is a lightweight verification technology. The goal of this method is to check whether the actual operation of software system violates the specified properties and to detect the fault of software system. Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formula is used to describe the property specifications and generate the corresponding monitor [3]. Monitor is usually generated from the system requirements and is used to check the operation process whether meet the demand of the system by monitoring and observing program execution. Runtime verification technology cannot only effectively detect abnormal behavior during system operation, but also makes it possible to effectively repair systems when the correctness deviation is detected. On the other hand, the proposed method uses online monitoring to monitor the operating system and checks the operation of software system in a progressive way without checking all operating states of the software system once in a time. The fault detection process can be shown in Figure 3.
The fault detection method proposed in this paper can be divided into three stages: the static preparation stage, the dynamic operation stage and fault detection stage.

3.1. Static preparation stage

Before the operation of software system, according to high-level requirements description of target software system, we determine the property specifications. And then based on the property specifications we implement codes and deploy probes into target software system. In this stage, we need to construct a monitor according to system specifications.

- Define the property specifications
  In the framework of software oriented runtime, verification methods, events and conditions are divided into atomic events and conditions, compound events and conditions. Atomic events and conditions are abstracted from variables and methods in the target system [14]. While compound events and conditions have no connection with the variables and methods in the target system, they are the combination of atomic events and conditions. This method uses the atomic event definition language PEDL and the compound event definition language MEDL to define software system requirements as the property specification.

  Firstly, to get PEDL specification, the bottomed atomic event definition language PEDL is used to describe the key properties in the target software system and the basic events and conditions that are composed of these properties. Secondly, we use high-level compound event definition language MEDL to describe the compound events and conditions, which are composed of basic events and conditions. And then we can get the MEDL specification [10]. Finally, we define the LTL property specification to be verified which linking the high-level test requirements of software system to the bottomed execution information.

- Code instrumentation

  PEDL specification and MEDL specification are compiled to obtain event recognizer that can collect the status information of target runtime software system and get the instrumentation position of the event recognizer. Before software system program is compiled, the code of event recognizer to target system program needs to be inserted by code instrumentation tools [5]. That is, the state collecting instructions are inserted in front of the specified statements and key code fragments to collect changing data of the monitored variables during the execution of target software system.

- Runtime monitor generation

  Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) is a basis of verification technology. For one hand, the traditional methods, such as design-time verification and model checking use LTL to solve verification problem. For the other hand, LTL has also been used for the emerging runtime verification [12]. During the operation of target system, a finite operating trace should always be monitored. However, the traditional LTL method is defined on the infinite trace and has no connection with fairness and predictability. Hence, we introduce LTL as a lineartime temporal logic, which shares the syntax with LTL but deviates in its semantics for finite traces [8]. Based on LTL, monitor can get the LTL property semantic according to a finite prefix. And we use three truth values: true, false, and inconclusive, to express the LTL semantic [1]. The LTL formula corresponding to target software system is determined according to the system properties. And LTL formula is converted into a finite state machine, which is considered as the monitor, using the automata theory.

  Having defined the semantics of LTL, we develop and discuss a monitor generation technique to construct a deterministic finite-state machine for an LTL property. The construction steps are as followed.

  (1) Convert the LTL formula to Nondeterministic Büchi Automata.

  Firstly, convert the LTL formula to the Alternating Büchi Automata(ABA). \( A_\varphi = (Q_\varphi, \sum_\varphi, \delta_\varphi, I_\varphi, F_\varphi) \), using the theory of correctness detection and the formation of syntax tree. Secondly, convert the ABA to Nondeterministic Generalized Büchi Automata(NGBA). \( G_A = (Q, \sum, \delta, I, \Gamma) \). Finally, convert the NGBA to Nondeterministic Büchi Automata(NBA). \( B_\varphi = (Q \times \{0,\ldots,r\}, \sum, \delta', I \times \{0\}, Q \times \{r\}) \), \( B_\varphi = (Q \times \{0,\ldots,r\}, \sum, \delta, I \times \{0\}, Q \times \{r\}) \), according to the following rule:

  \[ \delta'((q, j)) = \{((\alpha, (q', j')) | (\alpha, q') \in \delta(q)) \} \] \[ j' = \text{next}(j, (q, \alpha, q')) \], the next function is:
Construct Nondeterministic Finite Automata (NFA) and Deterministic Finite Automata (DFA).

Because not every Nondeterministic Büchi Automata can be converted to a deterministic one, we use the following steps to get a deterministic finite-state machine, which is the DFA [4]. Firstly, we convert the NBA to NFA, \( \hat{\mathcal{A}} = (Q\!, \Sigma, \delta, I^\prime, F^\prime) \), by some optimization operations, such as judging whether the NBA is empty and converting the NBA to a finite one. Then get the DFA, \( \mathcal{A} = (Q\!, \Sigma, \delta, I, F) \) according to some optimization rules.

(3) On the basis of deterministic finite automata, we take the Cartesian product of NFA and DFA and mark additional output symbols at each state of the automata.

Through all these operations, we can get the Finite State Machine (FSM) to be a runtime monitor [2]. Note that the resulting monitor evaluates LTL properties as predictively as possible, because once it can decide whether LTL properties will remain satisfied or unsatisfied, the monitor will provide this information immediately. The monitor can report a violation of a given property as early as possible.

(4) Probes deployment

The key variables and key functions of the software system are determined according to the property specifications and they are identified as the detection nodes where the probes to be deployed on [7]. These probes are used to track and record the execution paths of aerospace software system.

3.2. Dynamic operation stage

During the process of system operation, the instrumentation codes collect the changing information of the monitored variables. The monitor verifies the operating state of property specifications based on the changing information, and the probes record the execution path of software system.

Event recognizer collects the changing data of the monitored variables and sends the changing information to runtime monitor. Runtime monitor verifies the changing data of the monitored variables and decides whether the changing information satisfies or violates the property specification [9]. If the runtime monitor determines that the execution of software system conforms to the property specification, the output verification result is 0. While, if the runtime monitor determines that the execution of the software system does not comply with the property specification, the output verification result is 1. If the runtime monitor can’t determine whether the execution is consistent with the property specification, the output verification result is not valid.

In the process of software system execution, if the key variables or key functions where are the probe deployed on is operated, the probe output result is 1. Otherwise, the probe output is 0. After operating the software system, the vector of the probe value is used as the execution path record of software system. During this stage, we execute system for several times and record the execution paths and verification results.

3.3. Fault detection stage

According to the software execution paths and monitor verification results, software system fault detection is realized by statistical analysis.

Assuming that this paper delivers the software system execution for M times, and \( M' \) is the number of effective executions and verification results. Based on effective verification results and execution paths, we can get the software failure analysis matrix \( Q \).

According to the software failure analysis matrix, the number of software failures occurred during one execution of software system can be calculated using statistical analysis method. Based on the statistical results, one can detect the fault in the target aerospace software system.
4. Conclusions

In recent years, with the continuous development of Lunar exploration, Mars exploration and other deep space exploration, how to ensure the high reliability and security of aerospace system and software is becoming more urgent. And the complexity of aerospace software system and the possibility of system failure have also increased. In order to improve aerospace software system to adapt to the changing external environment and timely to respond to runtime system failures, this paper focuses on the aerospace complex software system runtime fault detection technology. This paper proposes a runtime verification framework and a runtime monitor generation method. Based on this research, we propose a runtime fault detection method to recognize the aerospace software system failure as soon as possible. In the future, we will pay our attention on this field continuously and carry out in-depth research on tool development and contrast tests to promote the continuous development of aerospace software system and to ensure the security of aerospace software system.
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